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SECTION I. ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

All Course
Masters/POIs
Including This
Lesson

Courses

Course
Number

Version Title Phase Status

None

POIs

POI Number Version Title Phase Status

None

Task(s)
Taught(*) or
Supported

Task Number Task Title Status

Individual

701L-COM-1101 (*) Identify Key Concepts of the Army Profession Approved

Reinforced
Task(s) Task Number Task Title Status

Knowledge Knowledge Id Title Taught Required

None

Skill Skill Id Title Taught Required

None

Administrative/
Academic
Hours

The administrative/academic (50 min) hours required to teach this lesson are as follows:

Academic Resident Hours / Methods

Yes 1 hr 0 mins Discussion (Small or Large Group)

________________________________________________________________________

Total Hours(50 min): 1 hr 0 mins

Instructor
Action
Hours

The instructor action (60 min) hours required to teach this lesson are as follows:

Hours/Actions

0 hrs 50 mins Facilitate Discussion

________________________________________________________________________

Total Hours (60 min): 0 hrs 50 mins

Test Lesson(s) Hours Lesson Number Version Lesson Title

None

Prerequisite
Lesson(s) Hours Lesson Number Version Lesson Title

None

Training
Material
Classification

Security Level: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security Classification of: U - Unclassified.
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Foreign
Disclosure
Restrictions

FD1. This training product has been reviewed by the training developers in coordination with the CAC foreign
disclosure officer.  This training product can be used to instruct international military students from all approved
countries without restrictions.

References
Number Title Date

ADRP 1 The Army Profession 14 Jun 2015

Student Study
Assignment None

Instructor
Requirements The instructor should become familiar with this Lesson Plan prior to classroom presentation.

1. Appendix A: Slide deck for this lesson – Identify Key Concepts of the Army Profession

2. Appendix B: Written examination for this lesson - Identify Key Concepts of the Army

Profession

Support
Personnel
Requirements

None

Additional
Support
Personnel
Requirements

Name
Student

Ratio Qty
Man

Hours

None

Equipment
Required
for Instruction

ID - Name Student
Ratio

Instructor
Ratio Spt Qty Exp

5820-01-062-6217 - PROJECTOR
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 Yes 1 No

6730-00-577-4813 - Screen,
Projection
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

702102982124/70209N - Computer,
Personal System
Remarks:

1:16 0:0 No 1 No

(Note: Asterisk before ID indicates a TADSS.)

Materials
Required Instructor Materials:

Lesson plan, slide deck, and a copy of ADRP 1

 

 

Student Materials:

None

Classroom,
Training Area,
and Range
Requirements

ID - Name Quantity Student
Ratio

Setup
Mins

Cleanup
Mins

17120-M-1200-30
Classroom, Multipurpose, 1200 Square Feet, 30 Students
Remarks:

1:16 5 5

Ammunition
Requirements DODIC - Name Exp

Student
Ratio

Instruct
Ratio

Spt
Qty

None
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Instructional Guidance/
Conduct of Lesson NOTE:  Before presenting this lesson, instructors must thoroughly prepare by studying this

lesson and identified reference material.

Small group facilitation is one of the most effective delivery methods to enhance, reinforce and

effectively retain the material in this lesson.

 

Proponent Lesson
Plan Approvals Name Rank Position Date

bryan.decoster Not available Approver 12 Feb 2019
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SECTION II. INTRODUCTION

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)

Time of Instruction: 5 mins

Motivator
Show Slide 1 (Introduction/Welcome)

Instructor Note: This is the lesson cover slide for use as you introduce yourself and the topic

of this lesson. Use this opportunity to build a rapport with students and informally gain

situational awareness of their previous experience and exposure to the subject matter.

Show Slide 2 (Show General Milley’s remarks).

Instructor Action: Play the video of General Milley, the 39th Chief of Staff of the Army,

speaking at the 2016 Army Profession Forum. The video serves as a concrete experience for

the learners to focus on trust.

Ask: What is your take away from the video?

Ask: Why do you think trust is considered the bedrock of our profession?

Seek: Allow them time to publish and process their concrete experience to develop a mental

picture of the profession built around a culture of trust.  As the instructor you should already

have an understanding that the Army as a profession exists within a culture of trust and that

both internal and external trust are essential for our continued acceptance as a profession. Give

them time to explore this concept with the understanding that this will evolve and develop

throughout the lesson.

Show Slide 3 (Learning Objectives)

Talking Points: During this lesson you will participate in a facilitated discussion covering the:

Attributes of a Profession; Characteristics of the Army Profession; Certification Criteria for Army

Professionals; Communities of Practice, Cohorts, and Components within the Army; and the

Distinctive Roles of Trusted Army Professionals.  The desired outcome of this lesson is for

learners to remember key concepts of the Army Profession as aspiring Army Professionals in

preparation for their IMT Certification Course (BOLC-B and WOBC) before assignment to their

first unit. 

Terminal
Learning
Objective

NOTE.  Inform the students of the following Terminal Learning Objective requirements.

At the completion of this lesson, you [the student] will:

Action: Identify Key Concepts of the Army Profession
Conditions:

As a Cadet, Officer Candidate, or Warrant Officer Candidate attending BOLC-A or WOCS,

tasked to identify key concepts of the Army Profession, using a direct leadership perspective
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in notional environments, given references and classroom discussion. 

Standards:
Learners must complete the task correctly in accordance with the

performance measures.  Learners must identify key concepts of the Army

Profession to include: correctly list at least one key attribute of a

Profession; list the five essential characteristics of the Army Profession

without error; define the Army's three professional certification criteria

(Character, Competence, and Commitment) without error; list the two

communities of practice and four cohorts without error; identify the three

main components within the Army Profession without error; and list

the three distinctive roles of trusted Army professionals without error. 
Learning
Domain - Level:

Cognitive - Remembering

No JPME Learning
Areas Supported: None

Safety
Requirements Safety is of the utmost importance in any training environment. During the training process, commanders will utilize the

5-Step Composite Risk Management process to determine the safest and most complete method to train. Every

precaution will be taken during the conduct of training.

 

Safety is everyone’s responsibility to recognize, mitigate, and report hazardous conditions.

 

Instructor note: The instructor will brief the students on the unit/facility SOP for classroom contingencies i.e.

what doors will be used to exit the classroom, rally points, severe weather, etc.

Risk Assessment
Level

Low - None

Assessment: None

Controls: None

Leader Actions: Supervise

Environmental
Considerations NOTE:  Instructor should conduct a risk assessment to include environmental considerations

IAW the current environmental considerations publication, and ensure students are briefed on

hazards and control measures.

Environmental protection is not just the law but the right thing to do. It is a continual process and starts with deliberate

planning. Always be alert to ways to protect our environment during training and missions. In doing so, you will

contribute to the sustainment of our training resources while protecting people and the environment from harmful

effects. Refer to the current Environmental Considerations manual and the current GTA Environmental-related Risk

Assessment card.

Instructional
Lead-in The Chief of Staff of the Army has charged all Army professionals to be commited to

maintaining the Army as a military profession. Soldiers and Army Civilians are Army

professionals, certified by the profession, and bonded with comrades through shared identity,

serving within our culture of trust. Learners will focus on the key concepts of the Army

Profession through small group facilitated discussion.
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SECTION III. PRESENTATION

TLO - LSA 1. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 1. List Key Attributes of a Profession.

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)*

Time of Instruction: 7 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Note: Marked as (*) is derived from the parent learning object

Show Slide 4 (Attributes of a Profession)

Talking Points: A profession is defined as a vocation requiring knowledge of some

department of learning or science.

Instructor Note: This slide is a build. 

- Initial Build: Medical professionals on a white background

Ask: Start the discussion by asking the group “Who are these people”?

Seek: You should get reponses indicating doctors, nurse, or some form of medical

professionals.

Ask: What makes the medical field a profession?

Ask: What service do doctors provide to society?

Ask: Where and how do they gain expert knowledge?

Ask: Have you ever taken your spouse or more importantly children to a doctor that

was a complete stranger?

Ask: Did you accept the treatment that the doctor prescribed?

- Build 1: Attributes fade in

Ask: Why are you willing to do this?

Seek: The student(s) answer should be something related to trust in their profession.

- Build 2: TRUST fades in

Instructor Note: The focus of this line of questioning is to have the learners arrive at

their own conclusion that trust is an important attribute of professions. We trust doctors

based on their education and experiences, and because they provide a unique service

we are not capable of on our own.

Show Slide 5 (Attributes of the Army Profession)

Talking Points: The definition of the Army Profession is a unique vocation of experts
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certified in the ethical design, generation, support, and application of landpower,

serving under civilian authority and entrusted to defend the Constitution and the rights

and interests of the American people.

Instructor Note: This slide is a build. 

- Initial Build: Army professionals on a white background

Ask: Do you think the Army is a profession? What attributes does the Army exhibit that

are similar to other recognized professions?

Seek: The answers are in the boxes on slide 5 that appear with the first build.

- Build 1: Attributes fade in

Ask: Is the Army a Profession just because we say it is?

Seek: No. The American people say that we are a profession. The American people

recognize the Army as a profession as long as the Army continues to exhibit the right

attributes to build public trust.

- Build 2: TRUST fades in

Show Slide 6 (Gallup Poll Results)

Talking Points: Americans trust the United States Army as a profession because we

exemplify the attributes of one. This chart, comprised of data from a 2018 Gallup poll,

shows the American public's trust in the military. It also shows that in comparison to

several other highly recognized social institutions our Military has a high level of trust.

Let’s further explore how each of the six attributes of a profession apply to the United

States Army as a  trusted profession.

Attribute: Profession is a trusted, disciplined, and relatively autonomous

vocation.

- As this Gallup Poll shows, the military is consistently one of the most trusted

professions in America. 

- Trust with the American people and our civilian leaders allows the Army relative

autonomy in the application of landpower.

Attribute: Provide a unique and vital service to society, without which it could

not flourish.

- Members of a profession continuously develop expertise and use that expertise in the

best interests of the society served.

- The military profession, in particular, must provide the security—the common
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defense—which a society cannot provide for itself but without which the society cannot

survive.

NOTE: Examples include: fight and win our Nation’s wars; conduct unified land

operations; conduct peacekeeping operations around the world such as in the Balkans;

and defense support to civil authorities (e.g. disaster relief, National Guard support to

their state).

Attribute: Provide this service by developing and applying expert knowledge

- Professions create and work with expert knowledge. It is not merely routine or

repetitive work; a professional’s expertise is typically applied within new, often

unexpected situations.

- Professionals require years of study and practice. They normally start at an entry

level and develop the art and science of their practice by study and experience; usually

there is no lateral entry.

- We gain our expert knowledge through schools such as BOLC, WOBC, Civilian Basic

Course, and AIT. Experience and expertise is also gained over time either by having

others share their experiences or by living through the experience. You can also gain

expertise through self-development.

NOTE: Examples of traditional professions include medicine, theology, law, and the

military.

Attribute: Earn the trust of society through ethical, effective, and efficient

practice.

- Professions earn and maintain the trust of society through ethical, effective, and

efficient application of their expertise on society’s behalf.

- If a profession violates its ethic and loses trust with the society it serves, it becomes

subject to increased oversight and control; it is given less autonomy. Over time it could

lose its status as a profession.

Attribute: Establish and uphold the discipline and standards of their profession,

including the responsibility for professional development and certification.

- Professions self-regulate and guide the actions of their members and the quality of

their work in accordance with the profession’s ethic. A professional ethic reflects laws,

values, and beliefs deeply embedded within the profession’s culture. The professional

ethic binds individual members together in a common moral purpose to do the right

thing for the right reason in the right way.

- A profession provides standards, accepted and upheld by all members, to sustain

trust with society through the proper practice of their art.
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NOTE: Examples include the Army Ethic, the Hippocratic Oath, application of the

Uniform Code of Military Justice, lifelong pursuit of expert knowledge, certification in

honorable work and camaraderie with fellow Professionals.

Attribute: Are granted significant autonomy and discretion in the practice of

their profession on behalf of society.

- Based on trust between the profession and the society it serves, professionals are

granted autonomy (a high degree of discretion).

- The professional must routinely make discretionary judgments and take appropriate

action. Military professionals must make discretionary judgements that could result in

justly taking lives, saving lives, or putting lives in danger often with little reaction time.

NOTE: Making discretionary judgments means Army professionals make the right

decisions and take the right actions to uphold the Army Ethic and serve honorably. A

decision and action is right if it is ethical (consistent with the moral principles of the

Army Ethic), effective (likely to accomplish its purpose, accepts prudent risk), and

efficient (makes disciplined use of resources ).

Ref: Chap 1, para 1-2 thru 1-8, ADRP 1

Check on Learning:
Ask: What is one of the attributes of a profession?

Seek: Professions

- Provide a unique and vital service to society, without which

it could not flourish.

- Provide this service by developing and applying expert

knowledge.

- Earn the trust of society through ethical, effective, and

efficient practice.

- Establish and uphold the discipline and standards of their

art and science, including the responsibility for professional

development and certification.

- Are granted significant autonomy and discretion in the

practice of their profession on behalf of society.

Review Summary:
The Army is a profession, not because we say it is, but

because our civilian leaders and the American people see

us as one.  We have earned their trust and are responsible

to maintain this trust through our decisions and actions. 

Each of us needs to understand that these attributes are the

general attributes of a profession.  Next we’ll discuss the

more specific characteristics of our profession to better

understand how the Army meets society's expectations by

exhibiting five essential characteristics.
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TLO - LSA 2. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 2. List the Essential Characteristics of the Army Profession

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)*

Time of Instruction: 7 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Note: Marked as (*) is derived from the parent learning object

Ask: What is meant by the term “Essential Characteristics”? 

Seek: In order for the Army to remain a profession, the citizens of the United States of

America must trust that we will provide a unique and vital service on their behalf.  We

accomplish this by faithfully and consistently demonstrating certain characteristics that

we have established as essential to our performance as a profession.  

Instructor Note: You should continue from this starting point and walk the participants

through a guided discussion of the characteristics. 

Show Slide 7 (Essential Characteristics)

The Army Profession is trusted by the American people to accomplish the mission, in

the right way (ethically, effectively, and efficiently). This bond of trust is reinforced as

we demonstrate the essential characteristics of the Army Profession—

Honorable Service in defense of the Constitution

Military Expertise in conduct of the mission

Trust

Stewardship of the people and resources entrusted to our care

Esprit de Corps

Honorable Service

The Army Ethic defines what it means to serve honorably. Our professional

responsibility is to live by and uphold the Army Ethic in the conduct of our mission,

performance of duty, and all aspects of life.

Military Expertise

Our collective professional responsibility is to continually advance our military

knowledge and skills in all aspects of the discipline of our military art and science. This

characteristic requires continuous study and practice.

Trust

Trust is the foundation of our relationship with the American people who rely on the

Army to ethically, effectively, and efficiently serve the Nation. Within the Army
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Profession, internal trust is the organizing principle that supports cohesive teamwork in

the exercise of mission command

Stewardship

Our duty includes caring for the people, the resources, and the Army Profession

entrusted to us by the American people. All Army professionals have the duty to be

responsible stewards. Strategic leaders, the Army’s senior stewards, have a special

responsibility to reinforce the Army’s Culture of Trust.

Esprit de Corps

Our “Winning Spirit” is essential to prevail and win in war and persevere through

adversity across the range of our missions. The Army Profession has a deep respect

for its history and traditions and strives to achieve standards of individual and collective

excellence.

Ref: Chapter 1, par 1-24 – 1- 28, ADRP 1

Check on Learning:
Ask: Name one of the essential characteristics of the Army

Profession.

Seek: Keep going until all five are listed

- Honorable Service

- Military Expertise

- Trust

- Esprit De Corps

- Stewardship

Review Summary:
In order for the Army to continue to be recognized as a

profession, the citizens of the United States of America

must trust that we will provide a unique and vital service on

their behalf.  We accomplish this by faithfully and

consistently demonstrating certain characteristics that we

have established as essential to our performance as a

profession.

TLO - LSA 3. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 3. Define the Army’s Professional Certification Criteria

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)*

Time of Instruction: 7 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Note: Marked as (*) is derived from the parent learning object

Ask: Do you consider yourself to be a certified Army professional? Why or Why not?
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Show Slide 8 (Certification Process)

Talking Points: Soldiers and Army Civilians in initial entry training are aspiring

professionals. They are part of the Profession but not certified until they complete their

MOS-producing school for Soldiers and probationary period and initial schooling for

Army Civilians.

Instructor Note: This is the point in the lesson where you are transitioning from talking

about the profession to talking about the professional. It is important to make that

distinction to the students so they don’t confuse the two. The Profession is the overall

institution of the Army while each of the Soldiers and Army Civilians are Army

professionals.

Talking Point: Certification is verification and validation of an Army professional’s

character, competence, and commitment to fulfill responsibilities and successfully

perform duty with discipline and to standard.

Instructor Note: Explain to the students how the process works using the image on

slide 8. This is the big picture of how we certify Army professionals.

a. Certification in the Army has two purposes. For the Army Profession, certification

demonstrates to the American people that the Army is qualified to perform its expert

work. For Army professionals, certification also provides motivation and a sense of

accomplishment.

b. The Army Profession certifies the character, competence, and commitment of its

Soldiers and Army Civilians throughout their service. You start as an aspiring

professional and upon completion of your initial certification program (BOLC B, WOBC,

AIT, or Civilian Foundation plus the probationary period) are considered a certified

professional. Certification methods throughout your career in the Army include: official

promotion and evaluation systems; professional training and education within Army

schools, including branch, skill, and functional area qualifications; and centralized

certifications and assignments for leadership and command positions.

c. The responsibility for continuing development and certification is a mutual one,

shared between the individual and the Army Profession.

Examples: Training, education, evaluations, promotions and assignments.

Show Slide 9 (Army Professional Certification Criteria).

Talking Points: These are the criteria we use to certify Army professionals.
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Character

a. Intrinsically, is one’s true nature including identity, sense of purpose, values, virtues,

morals, and conscience.

b. In an operational sense, is an Army Professional’s dedication and adherence to the

Army Ethic, including Army Values, as consistently and faithfully demonstrated in

decisions and actions.

Competence

a. Army Professional’s demonstrated ability to successfully perform duties with

discipline and to standard.

b. Requisite competence varies based on the level of responsibility (rank) and the

duties associated with specific force structure positions within career management

fields.

Commitment

a. Is an Army Professional’s resolve to contribute honorable service to the Nation and

accomplish the mission despite adversity, obstacles, and challenges.

b. To answer a calling that is more than a job.

c. Motivated primarily by the intrinsic value of service rather than material benefits such

as pay and vacations.

d. Demonstrating commitment requires the resilience to cope, recover, and learn from

setbacks.

Ref: Chapter 5, par 5-11 – 5-23, ADRP 1

Check on Learning:
Ask: What are the Certification Criteria for Army

professionals?

Seek: Character, Competence, and Commitment

Review Summary:
Trusted Army Professionals must be certified in Character,

Competence, and Commitment – no one criteria is more

important than the other two.  Research shows that leaders

who are certified in only one or two of these criteria have a

negative impact on organizations and are generally not

trusted.
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TLO - LSA 4. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 4. List the Communities of Practice and Cohorts

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)*

Time of Instruction: 7 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Note: Marked as (*) is derived from the parent learning object

Ask: What do we mean by the term “Communities of Practice”?

Seek: These are the two broad categories of professionals recognized within the Army

Profession: the Profession of Arms and Army Civilian Corps.

Show Slide 10 (Communities of Practice)

Profession of Arms

The Profession of Arms is a community within the Army Profession composed of

Soldiers of the Regular Army, Army National Guard, and Army Reserve.

Army Civilian Corps

The Army Civilian Corps is a community within the Army Profession composed of

Civilians serving in the Department of the Army.

Instructor Note: Army contractors are not members of the Army Civilian Corps, and

there is no oath of office for contractors. Therefore they are not members of the

Communities of Practice for the Army Profession.

Instructor Note: veterans of honorable Army service and Army retirees remain

members of the Army Profession and continue to be a valued member of their

community after separating from the Army. As a “Soldier for Life” each man or woman

is expected to carry on the traditions of the Army culture of trust, demonstrating the

Army Ethic in all aspects of their lives. In this way, we continue to bring credit upon the

Army Profession with the American people even after military service.

Show Slide 11 (Cohorts)

Talking Points: Cohorts are an additional, more detailed category that the Army uses

to manage its professionals in terms of many aspects such as human resources,

education, pay and benefits. Each cohort has different but complementary roles and

relationships in the conduct of the Army’s mission.

Officers:

a. Are appointed by the President, who reposes special trust and confidence in their

“patriotism, valor, fidelity, and ability” to carefully and diligently discharge their duties.
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Each Officer takes an Oath of Office to “support and defend” and to bear “true faith and

allegiance” to the Constitution.

b. By virtue of their commission, they assume command and bear responsibility for all

their “units do or fail to do.” In 1997, Public Law 105-85 was changed explicitly

directing commanding officers and others in authority to “show in themselves a good

example of virtue, honor, patriotism, and subordination”  In general, officers are

responsible for the collective level of training (units) while NCOs are responsible for

individual and squad-level training.

Warrant Officers:

a. Are self-aware and adaptive technical experts, combat leaders, trainers, and

advisors.

b. Through progressive levels of expertise in assignments, training, and education, the

WO administers, manages, maintains, operates, and integrates Army systems and

equipment across the full spectrum of Army operations.

c. For Chief Warrant Officers (CW2 – CW5), a commission is granted by the President

and conferred with an Oath of Office (as for all Commissioned Officers).

d. Warrant Officers command units and detachments, direct activities, and serve as the

technical experts for the operation and employment of specialized equipment (e.g.,

vessels, aircraft, rail, construction, weapons, etc.).

e. As with all Army leaders, they train, coach, counsel, and mentor subordinates,

peers, and leaders.

f. Their primary role is as the technical experts within their career fields.

Enlisted:

a. Junior Enlisted Soldiers serve as Private through Specialist. Junior Enlisted Soldiers

volunteer to join all components, knowing they may be asked to courageously place

their own lives at risk and to justly take the lives of others. Junior Enlisted Soldiers

execute the daily activities of the Army and advance through personal/professional

development to become Non-Commissioned Officers (NCO) and in some cases

Officers and Warrant Officers.

b. NCOs are the “Backbone of the Army.” This well-deserved title reflects the

importance of their unique role in developing and leading Soldiers in all formations

from Fire Teams to Armies and at all levels of responsibility from Corporal to SMA.

They are responsible for maintaining “standards and discipline” while inspiring and

motivating Soldiers to strive for excellence. Like all trusted Army professionals, NCOs

live by and uphold the Army Ethic, embracing the ideals expressed in the NCO Creed. 
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c.  As the direct trainers, coaches, counselors, and mentors for Soldiers, NCOs serve

in all positions that contribute to the development of Soldiers in character, competence,

and commitment. This association includes honorable service as Recruiters, Drill

Sergeants, Instructors, Team Leaders, and Squad Leaders. At increasing levels of

responsibility, NCOs are an essential element of the “leader team” with the senior

Officer in all units – Platoons through Major Army Commands and Combatant

Commands.

d.  NCOs take the vision and intent of officers and exercise prudent risk and disciplined

initiative to make the vision a reality.

 

Army Civilians:

a. Are both a cohort and community of practice within the Army Profession. The title of

Army Civilian Corps was established on 19 June 2006 by Secretary of the Army

Francis J. Harvey and Chief of Staff of the Army, General Peter J. Schoomaker.

b. The essential contribution of Army Civilians to the Total Force is expressed in the

Army Civilian Creed. Army Civilians affirm their loyalty to the Constitution in an Oath of

Office.

c. Army Civilians serve all Components, at home and abroad.

d. They are certified in character, competence, and commitment to perform their duties

with discipline and to standard. 

e.  Army Civilians provide the complementary skills and expertise required to project,

program, support, and sustain the Profession of Arms.

f.  They perform vital military support functions throughout the Army, often providing

long-term continuity and important skills for the Generating Force and in some cases

deploying with units in harm’s way.

Ref: Preface, ADRP 1

Check on Learning:
Ask: To which community of practice do you belong?

Seek: Have participants identify their community of

practice.  They will most likely all be in the Profession of

Arms unless they are an Army Civilian attending BOLC-B or

WOBC or someone in a dual status. 

Ask: What is the other community of practice and who is a

member?

Seek: Army Civilian Corps - Army Civilians

Review Summary:
The Total Force operates as an indivisible team. Soldiers
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and Army Civilians serving in both cohorts share an identity

as trusted Army professionals who are inspired to honorably

fulfill their oaths of service to the Nation. Next we'll explore

the three components that form One Army, Indivisible.

 

TLO - LSA 5. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 5. Identify the main components within the Army Profession.

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)*

Time of Instruction: 7 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Note: Marked as (*) is derived from the parent learning object

Ask: In which component do you serve?

Talking Points: Army Professionals serve within and/or support three components of

the Army. Each component has essential, different, yet complementary roles in the

performance of the Army’s mission of winning in a complex world.

Show Slide 12 (One Army, Indivisible)

Instructor Note: This slide serves as an introduction to the three components of the

Army. It shows the size of each component based upon the John S. McCain National

Defense Authorization Act for FY 2019.  Key points include that the Regular Army is

the largest component, but that the Total Force has more Soldiers in the National

Guard and Army Reserve combined than the Regular Army. So the majority of our

forces are not on active duty. In addition, more than 240,000 Army Civilians serve in

support of the three components.  Army Civilian data on the slide is according to the

September 2018 Defense Manpower Data Center "Military and Civilian Personnel by

Service/Agency by State/Country" Report.

Show Slide 13 (Regular Army)

a. The Regular Army is a full-time federal force designed to fight and win our Nation’s

wars by providing prompt, sustained land dominance across the full range of military

operations and spectrum of conflict in support of combatant commanders.

b. Title 10 USC, Sec 3075, identifies the Regular Army as consisting of Soldiers who

serve continuously on active duty in both peace and war. The Regular Army is

designed for prompt employment of land forces.

c. Regular Army Soldiers serve under the President of the United States, the
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Commander-in-Chief, and authority is delegated to the Secretary of the Army, the

Chief of Staff of the Army, and other appointed officials to develop and implement

service specific policies and programs.

Show Slide 14 (Army National Guard)

a. The Army National Guard has a dual responsibility based on the Constitution. Its

first role is that of a state military force. Each state, the U.S. territories (Guam, Puerto

Rico, and the Virgin Islands), and the District of Columbia have Army National Guard

units, totaling 54 state and territorial National Guards. Army National Guard forces

remain under the command of their respective governors until mobilized for federal

service.

b. In this capacity, state and territorial National Guard units respond to natural

disasters and other domestic emergencies many times each year. While serving their

states, citizen Soldiers are subject to civil laws.

c. In its second role, the Army National Guard is an operational reserve for the Regular

Army. When ordered to active duty, National Guard Soldiers become subject to the

Uniform Code of Military Justice and come under the authority of combatant

commanders.

d. The Department of the Army provides their equipment and is responsible for

assessing their combat readiness. The National Guard provides most of the combat

arms reserve to reinforce the Regular Army in times of war.

Show Slide 15 (Army Reserve)

a. The United States Army Reserve (USAR) is a Federal Reserve force that can be

used interchangeably with or supplement Regular Army forces.

b. USAR serves under the command of the President as a federal military force.

c. USAR includes specially trained units and individuals serving in a wide range of

combat support and combat service support roles, such as transportation, legal, civil

affairs, medical, and engineering.

d. USAR is also the Army’s major source of individual mobilization augmentee (IMA)

soldiers for augmenting headquarters and filling vacancies during a crisis or for active

duty operational support.

Ref: Chapter 5, par 5-20, fig 5–4, ADRP 1
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Check on Learning:
Ask: In which component do you serve?

Seek: Have participants share aspects of their components from the

lesson. If a component isn't covered by the student composition, find a way

to have them identify that component.

Review Summary:
The Total Force operates as an indivisible team. Soldiers

and Army Civilians serving in all components share an

identity as trusted Army professionals who are inspired to

honorably fulfill their oaths of service to the Nation. Through

education, training, and experience, combined with our

consistent demonstration of character, competence, and

commitment, we build mutual trust among our components,

communities of practice, and cohorts. The resulting

cohesion within the Army Profession is essential to mission

accomplishment, which reinforces our sacred bond of trust

with the American people.

TLO - LSA 6. Learning Step / Activity TLO - LSA 6. List the distinctive roles of Trusted Army Professionals.

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)

Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction

Instr Type (I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)*

Time of Instruction: 5 mins

Media Type: PowerPoint Presentation

Other Media: Unassigned

Security Classification: This course/lesson will present information that has a Security
Classification of: U - Unclassified.

Note: Marked as (*) is derived from the parent learning object

Ask: Army Professionals serve in three distinctive roles.  What roles do you think we

all must perform?

Seek: Have the participants refer back to the characteristics of the profession as a

point of reference.  Use a follow up question of, "If as a profession we must exhibit

certain characteristics, what roles must each of us fill to support that obligation."  Guide

them through the distinctive roles in a guided discussion.

Show Slide 16 (Distinctive Roles of Trusted Army Professionals)

Talking Points: These roles are an expression of how we expect Army professionals,

both Soldiers and Army Civilians, to serve. You should see an intentional linkage to the

certification criteria of Army professionals – character, competence, and commitment.

Honorable Servants of the Nation: In our role as honorable servants of the Nation,

we are professionals of character.
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Army Expert: In our role as Army experts, we are competent professionals.

Stewards of the Army Profession: In our role as stewards of the Army Profession,

we are committed professionals, accountable to each other, the profession, and the

American people.

Ref: Chapter 2, par 2-14 – 2-15, fig 2-4, ADRP 1

Check on Learning:
Ask: What are the three distinctive roles of trusted Army

professionals?

Seek: Honorable Servant to the Nation, Army Expert,

Steward of the Army Profession.

Review Summary:
While the characteristics of the Army Profession apply to the

profession as an institution the distinctive roles apply to

each of us as individuals, direct leaders and followers.  We

must all be Honorable Servants to the Nation, Army

Experts, and Stewards of the Army Profession if we want to

be trusted within our profession.
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SECTION IV. SUMMARY

Method of Instruction: Discussion (Small or Large Group)
Mode of Delivery: Resident Instruction
Instr Type(I:S Ratio): Military - ICH (1:16)
Time of Instruction: 5 mins

Check on
Learning Show Slide 17 (Reflection)

Ask: What is the main take away from what you’ve learned?

Seek: A candid conversation with participants that develops the lesson and allows them to

reflect on key points.  Each participant might have a different key point that stood out to them. 

Use their responses to tie key points together.  If time allows, link their observations to other

material relevant to their day to day tasks to make the learning more meaningful.

Ask: Why do you think it is important to understand the material?

Seek: This question garners a wide variety of responses.  The role of the instructor at this point

is to ensure participants connect the main points to the real-world and their day to day lives. 

The Chief of Staff of the Army has charged all Army professionals to be committed to

maintaining the Army as a military profession. Soldiers and Army Civilians are Army

professionals, certified by the profession, and bonded with comrades through shared identity,

serving within our culture of trust. Army professionals are stewards of the Army Profession,

living by and upholding the moral principles of the Army Ethic. As we enter a period of strategic

transition, it is our responsibility to strengthen the Army Profession.

Ask: How will this information benefit you in the future?

Seek: As aspiring members of the Army Profession who have entered the profession

voluntarily, participants are working their way towards certification as Trusted Army

Professionals.  It is essential that each of them knows and embraces the key concepts of the

Army Profession.  This is our chosen profession and each of us ought to be fully aware of the

obligation we have freely committed ourselves to by being a member.

Review/
Summary Show Slide 18 (Summary)

Instructor Notes: The summary slide is a logic map of the Army Profession. It shows the key

concepts discussed in this lesson and how they interconnect. You can use this slide to check

learner’s knowledge and review key concepts brought up by the learners in the reflection.

Talking Points: During this lesson we participated in a facilitated discussion covering the:

Attributes of a Profession; Essential Characteristics of the Army Profession; Certification

Criteria for Army Professionals; Communities of Practice, Cohorts, and Components within the

Army; and the Distinctive Roles of Trusted Army Professionals. Do you have any questions?
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SECTION V. STUDENT EVALUATION

Testing
Requirements The written evaluation is a 20 question matching exercise. The learner will have 5 minutes to

complete the evaluation, and a minimum score of 80% is required to meet the standard.  Time

for this test has not been programmed into this lesson.  Instead, the test should be integrated

into the block test on the larger block of instruction that this lesson plan falls under in the POI.

Feedback
Requirements NOTE: Feedback is an important tool that must be utilized in the classroom. Conduct an AAR of

the evaluation, and clarify any questions that the learner may have.
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Appendix B - Assessment Statement and Assessment Plan
 
 

 

 

Assessment Statement: Learners must score 80% or higher on a written test.  Learners must identify key
concepts of the Army Profession to include: Attributes of a Profession; the Essential Characteristics of the
Army Profession; Army Professional Certification Criteria (Character, Competence, and Commitment); the
Communities of Practice, Cohorts, and Components within the Army Profession; and the Distinctive Roles of
Trusted Army Professionals.

Learners should be retrained and retested until they meet the standard.

Assessment Plan: See Next 2 Pages.
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Written Evaluation 

 

Instructions: Read each question carefully and select the best answer from the words listed on the right 

side of the page. Some questions may have more than one answer. You will have 5 minutes to complete 

this written evaluation. You must score a minimum of 80% to receive a go.      

1. What are the Essential Characteristics of the Army Profession? 
___,___,___,___,& ___.                                      

a. Profession of Arms 
 
b. NCO 

2. What are the certification criteria? ___, ___, & ___? 
 

 
c. Warrant Officer 

3. In our role as stewards of the Army Profession, we are ______ 
professionals, accountable to each other, the profession, and 
the American people. 

 
d. Commitment 
 
e. Military Expertise 

4. Who or what is known as the “Back Bone” of the Army?___ 
 

 
f. Army Civilian Corps 

5. What are the Communities of Practice? ___ & Army Civilian 
Corps.        

g. Officer 
 
h. Army Experts 

6. In our role as  ___, we are competent Professionals.  
i. Esprit de Corps 

7. What are the Cohorts within the Army? ___, ___, ___, & ___.                
j. National Guard 

8. What are the Components of the Army? ___, ___, & ___.                        k. Honorable Servants 
 

9. In our role as ___________  ______________ of the Nation, 
we are professionals of character. 

l. Committed 

 m. Stewardship of the Profession 

 n. Trust 
 

 o. Regular Army                                  
 

 p. Honorable Service 
 

 q. Competence 
 

 r. Army Reserve 
 

 s. Character 
 

 t. Enlisted 
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Written Evaluation 

                                                                              Answer Key 

Instructions: Read each question carefully and select the best answer from the words listed on the right 

side of the page. Some questions may have more than one answer. You will have 5 minutes to complete 

this written evaluation. You must score a minimum of 80% to receive a go.      

1. What are the Essential Characteristics of the Army Profession? 
_E__,_I__,_M__,_N__,& _P__.                                      

a. Profession of Arms 
 
b. NCO Corps 

2. What are the certification criteria? _D__, _Q__, & _S__? 
 

 
c. Warrant Officer 

3. In our role as stewards of the Army Profession, we are __L__ 
professionals, accountable to each other, the profession, and 
the American people. 

 
d. Commitment 
 
e. Military Expertise 

4. Who or what is known as the “Back Bone” of the Army? _B_ 
 

 
f. Army Civilian Corps 

5. What are the Communities of Practice? _A__ & Army Civilian 
Corps.        

g. Officer 
 
h. Army Experts 

6. In our role as  _H__, we are competent Professionals.  
i. Esprit de Corps 

7. What are the Cohorts within the Army? _C__, _F__, _G__, & 
_T__.               

 
j. National Guard 

8. What are the Components of the Army? _J__, _O__, & _R__.                        k. Honorable Servants 
 

9. In our role as__K__ of the Nation, we are professionals of 
character. 

l. Committed 

 m. Stewardship of the Profession 

 n. Trust 
 

 o. Regular Army                                  
 

 p. Honorable Service 
 

 q. Competence 
 

 r. Army Reserve 
 

 s. Character 
 

 t. Enlisted 
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Sequence Media Name Media Type

None
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